SECURE E-MAIL AND DATA

your safety

the solution

People spend increasingly more time on the Internet and

If you are sending anything by an e-mail, you would not write

supply more and more personal and sensitive data

onto a postcard, encrypt it. The Talkey unique encryption tool

through the Internet. Society is on the verge

will secure your communication. An encrypted e-mail travels

of the fourth industrial revolution with data playing the

through the web as a nonsensical cluster of characters and it is

leading role. What do e-mail client, server, application

only decoded in the addressee‘s device. Talkey allows the

and social media operator knows about us? How can they

sender to destroy the e-mail at any time or define the maximum

use or misuse the data? These questions currently make

number of times the e-mail can be opened, after which it will be

the world go round.

deleted.

97 %

150,000 +

of organizations are not
prepared for cybernetic threats
related to data leakage

encrypted e-mails
sent every day thanks
to Talkey

YOU WILL NOT RECEIVE FRAUDULENT E-MAILS

NOBODY ELSE READS YOUR E-MAILS

Talkey will not let fraudulent e-mail, asking

If you encrypt your communication, you know that your e-mails,

the recipient to enter personal and login

which often include sensitive and personal information, are not

information in a fake page, pass through.

read even by a curious mail server administrator.

THE SENDER IS INDEED THE PERSON THEY
CLAIM TO BE

Who has never sent an e-mail to someone else by mistake?

You can always be 100% sure that the sender is

Removing a message from a regular e-mail client is not

the person they claim to be and that the content

enough. With Talkey you can delete a message directly in the

of their e-mail has not been tampered with.

recipient‘s mail box.

YOU CAN REALLY DELETE A SENT E-MAIL

PROTECTION

COMPLIANCE

PREVENTION

from the disturbing effects
of the online world

with legal requirements

of human error and negligence

a member of ette
ette is a purely Czech-owned group that invests with a higher
meaning. It finances and manages projects in four sectors:
services, technology, sustainability and lifestyle, building on
a common foundation: innovation. The group companies received
the Olomouc Region‘s Award for Environmental Contribution
and an award in The Best 100 Czech contest for their innovative
approach to sustainability. The ette group has been operating on
the Czech market for more than 20 years, employs more than 200
people and has expanded to more than 20 countries.

about the company

people

Talkey is a software company with a long tradition

Experienced and hard-working people play a key role

on the Czech IT market. It focuses on solutions for

in each of our projects, and each project is backed by

secure communication, protection of confidential and

a story that determines the key values for our work.

secret information and protection of personal data

We see the higher meaning of the Talkey encryption tool

on legislative grounds. Talkey cooperates with security

in protecting individuals and companies againts disruptive

forces and both government and private entities.

effects of the online world.

10+ years

15+ million

of successful operation
on the market
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message.
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